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### Title:
People of the Philippines vs. Egmedio Lampaza

### Facts:
**Incident and Initial Complaint:**
1. **March 20, 1988:** **Incident Occurs** – In the municipality of Tobias Fornier, Antique,
the  accused  Egmedio  Lampaza,  allegedly  raped  Teodora  Wacay  by  using  force  and
intimidation.  Teodora  Wacay  reported  the  rape  later  that  night  to  her  husband  and
subsequently filed a complaint.

2. **May 25, 1988:** **Formal Charge** – Assistant Provincial Fiscal Juan C. Mission Jr.
filed an information charging Lampaza with rape.

3. **June 9, 1988:** **Arraignment** – Lampaza was arraigned and pleaded not guilty with
the assistance of Atty. Esdras F. Tayco.

**Trial and Conviction in the Regional Trial Court (RTC):**
4. **Trial Facts** – Teodora Wacay, her nephew, and her husband testified about the events
of the rape and subsequent actions:
– Wacay testified that Lampaza twisted her arms, lifted her, brought her to an uninhabited
nipa hut, and raped her while keeping a bolo beside her.
– Her nephew witnessed her running out of the hut, distressed.
– Her husband corroborated her account, confirming she reported the rape to him and filed
a formal criminal complaint afterward.

5.  **Defense’s  Argument**  –  The  defense  claimed  that  Lampaza  and  Wacay  were
sweethearts  and that  the sexual  intercourse was consensual,  presenting testimonies of
Lampaza and his wife to support this narrative.

6. **RTC Decision (Promulgated March 14, 1994, officially on May 31, 1994)** – The RTC
found Lampaza guilty beyond reasonable doubt and sentenced him to an indeterminate
penalty ranging from 12 years and 1 day to 20 years and also ordered the payment of
P30,000 in damages.

**Appeal and Modification in the Court of Appeals (CA):**
7. **June 1, 1994:** **Notice of Appeal** – Lampaza, through Counsel Cezar C. Tajanlangit,
filed an appeal to the Court of Appeals (CA).
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8. **CA Decision** – The CA affirmed the conviction but modified the penalty to reclusion
perpetua and increased the damages awarded to P50,000 for moral damages.

9. **Certification to the Supreme Court (SC) pursuant to Section 13, Rule 124, Rules of
Court** – The CA certified the case to the Supreme Court for final review.

### Issues:
1. **Was there force or intimidation used in committing the crime of rape?**
2. **Was the sexual intercourse done without the consent of the victim (Teodora Wacay)?**
3. **Do the inconsistencies and alleged incredibilities in the testimonies of the complainant
and witnesses affect the credibility of their accounts?**
4. **Appropriate application of the Indeterminate Sentence Law and related penalties.**

### Court’s Decision:
**First Issue: Force and Intimidation**

The Supreme Court ruled that force and intimidation were sufficiently proven. Wacay’s
testimony was credible, and any minor inconsistencies were deemed irrelevant. Her account
demonstrated physical force (twisting her arms, lifting her, threatening her with a bolo).
The victim’s fear and lack of medical examination did not negate the violent nature of the
rape.

**Second Issue: Consent**

The “sweetheart” defense was rejected as there was no corroborative evidence (e.g., love
notes, mementos). Even if a romantic relationship existed, it does not justify non-consensual
sex.  The  demeanor  of  Wacay  immediately  after  the  incident  (sobbing,  pale)  further
substantiated her claim of non-consent.

**Third Issue: Testimonial Inconsistencies and Incredibility**

Inconsistencies  in  Wacay’s  and  her  husband’s  testimonies  were  minor  and  did  not
undermine overall credibility. Rape victims’ responses can vary, and delays in reporting are
not  uncommon.  The  Court  emphasized  that  distress  and  shock  can  affect  a  victim’s
recollection and reaction times.

**Penalties and Indemnity Implications**

The Supreme Court held that the RTC improperly applied the Indeterminate Sentence Law.
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It affirmed the CA’s imposition of reclusion perpetua and confirmed the award of P50,000 in
moral damages, adding an additional P50,000 as indemnity ex delicto in line with prevailing
jurisprudence.

### Doctrine:
**Rape Conviction Standards:**
– Medical examination is not a prerequisite for a conviction of rape. The credible testimony
of the victim suffices.
– The “sweetheart” defense must be supported by substantive evidence.
– Minor inconsistencies do not discredit a rape victim’s testimony.
–  The Indeterminate  Sentence Law does not  apply  when the offense is  punishable  by
reclusion perpetua or higher penalties.

### Class Notes:
1. **Elements of Rape:** As per Article 335 of the Revised Penal Code, rape is committed
when:
– **Force or intimidation** is used.
– The victim is deprived of **reason or is unconscious**.
– The victim is **under 12 years of age or demented**.
2. **Legislaton:** Article 335 of the Revised Penal Code.
3. **Precedent Cases Cited:**
– People v. Estolano
– People v. Española
4. **Minimum Testimonial Requirements:**
– Credible direct testimony of the victim can convict regardless of the absence of physical
evidence or corroborative details.

### Historical Background:
The case highlights the evolving legal  interpretations related to rape in the Philippine
judiciary.  The emphasis on credible testimony over physical  evidence (medical  reports)
reflects  social  sensitivities  around victim support  and  the  recognition  of  psychological
trauma. The rejection of the “sweetheart defense” without substantial evidence marks a
significant  deterrent  against  spurious  justifications  for  sexual  assault,  reinforcing  the
jurisprudence that love does not imply consent to non-consensual acts.


